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ABSTRACT

The major satellites of Jupiter and Saturn are believed to have formed in circumplanetary discs, which orbit forming giant

protoplanets. Gas and dust in CPDs have different distributions and affect each other by drag, which varies with grain size.

Yet simulations of multiple dust grain sizes with separate dynamics have not been done before. We seek to assess how much

dust of each grain size there is in circumplanetary discs. We run multifluid 3D hydrodynamical simulations including gas and

four discrete grain sizes of dust from 1 𝜇m to 1 mm, representing a continuous distribution. We consider a 1𝑀Jup protoplanet

embedded in a protoplanetary disc around a 1𝑀⊙ star. Our results show a truncated MRN distribution at smaller grain sizes,

which starts to tail off by 𝑎 = 100 𝜇m and is near zero at 1 mm. Large dust grains, which hold most of the dust mass, have

very inefficient accretion to the CPD, due to dust filtration. Therefore CPDs’ dust masses must be small, with mass ratio ∼ a few

×10−6 to the protoplanet. These masses and the corresponding millimetre opacities are in line with CPD fluxes observed to date.

Key words: accretion – accretion discs – hydrodynamics – planets and satellites: formation – planets and satellites: gaseous

planets – protoplanetary discs

1 INTRODUCTION

The major satellites of Jupiter and Saturn exhibit almost perfectly

coplanar prograde circular orbits, with remarkably low eccentricities

and inclinations. This lends itself to the suggestion that they formed

in discs of gas and dust orbiting around their parent planets (Ko-

rycansky et al. 1991; Ward & Canup 2010). These circumplanetary

discs (CPDs) are thus the birthplaces of icy moons such as Europa

and Enceladus, considered promising candidates for extraterrestrial

life (Greenberg 2011; Blanc et al. 2020; Parkinson et al. 2008; Neveu

et al. 2020). They also regulate the flow of material onto a protoplanet

(Rivier et al. 2012), from which it follows that they determine the

final mass that the mature planet can attain. Circumplanetary discs

used to be a prediction of theorists alone, but in recent years, with

VLT K-band observations of the protoplanet PDS 70 b (Christiaens

et al. 2019) and ALMA submillimetre observations of the proto-

planet PDS 70 c (Isella et al. 2019; Benisty et al. 2021), emission

from CPDs has begun to be directly observed. As such, study of

CPDs is both pertinent and timely.

The dynamics of differently-sized dust particles in circumplane-

tary discs remains an understudied topic. The grain size of dust in

CPDs is important in multiple ways. It will govern their resulting

opacity, in which dust, despite being greatly outmassed by gas, is

the dominant component (Williams & Cieza 2011). That means it

governs their temperature, which is crucial to our ability, or lack

thereof, to detect CPDs observationally. Furthermore, dust size has

★ Email: s.m.karlin@gmail.com

implications for the feasibility of satellitesimal formation from dust,

and thus of satellite formation.

The earliest CPD modelling, done by Lunine & Stevenson (1982),

takes the observed mass of Jupiter’s Galilean satellites, multiplies it

by 100 to adjust for a dust-to-gas ratio of 10−2 and concludes that

Jupiter’s circumplanetary disc must have had a minimum mass of

∼ 0.02 times the mass of Jupiter. Applying the same reasoning to the

Saturnian system gives a strikingly similar fraction. The combined

satellites of each planet have about 2 × 10−4 times the mass of the

planet (Canup & Ward 2009). Mosqueira & Estrada (2003) point

out that a disc as dense as this ‘rich disc’ model proposes would

drag satellitesimals into the protoplanet at extremely short migration

timescales (< 103 yr), rendering the formation of satellites like

those of Saturn and Jupiter unfeasible. They suggest an alternative

‘gas-starved disc’ model, where the CPD is continuously being fed

more matter from outside and losing matter to the protoplanet. The

observations of Isella et al. (2019) and Benisty et al. (2021) constrain

the dust masses of circumplanetary discs around protoplanets in the

PDS 70 system. With the caveat that this is only one star-system

and it may not be representative, their results tentatively suggest that

observed dust masses seem too low for the rich disc models. The

starved disc models are a better fit.

Circumplanetary discs form inside gaps in the parent protoplane-

tary disc; a gap is a necessary but not sufficient condition for a CPD

to exist. Only a sufficiently massive protoplanet can exert sufficiently

strong gravitational torque to form a gap;

𝑀pl > 0.39𝑀Jup × 𝑀∗
𝑀⊙

×
(
𝐻/𝑅
0.05

)3
(1)
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2 S. M. Karlin et al.

(Lin & Papaloizou 1993) where 𝑀pl and 𝑀∗ are the masses of

the protoplanet and star, 𝑀Jup and 𝑀⊙ are the masses of Jupiter

and the Sun, and 𝐻/𝑅 is the protoplanetary disc’s aspect ratio at

the protoplanet’s location. Earth-like protoplanets are thus precluded

from having circumplanetary discs, but giant protoplanets ought to.

Several authors have perfomed three-dimensional single-fluid hy-

drodynamical simulations of CPDs: Bate et al. (2003), Machida et al.

(2008), Tanigawa et al. (2012), Szulágyi et al. (2014), Szulágyi et al.

(2016), Szulágyi & Mordasini (2017), Szulágyi (2017) to name but a

few. Among their many results they find that most of the protoplanet’s

mass inflow comes vertically from above and below the midplane,

not through the CPD on the midplane. This renders two-dimensional

simulations impractical to capture protoplanet growth. CO gas veloc-

ity observations by Teague et al. (2019) affirm simulations’ prediction

that protoplanets should have these meridional flows. Another con-

clusion from these simulations is that viscosity has a strong effect on

the resultant accretion rate: more viscous CPDs grant their protoplan-

ets faster accretion. The artificial numerical viscosity of simulations

can be a problem for modelling low-viscosity cases (Szulágyi et al.

2014) because it means that simulations intended to be inviscid, or

nearly so, might be quite viscous in practice. The temperature of the

CPD and of the protoplanet also plays a major role in determining the

shape of the CPD and gap, the mass of the CPD, and even whether

or not a CPD can exist at all. A hot enough protoplanet will have no

CPD, only a gaseous envelope filling the whole Roche lobe (Szulágyi

et al. 2016).

However, in the literature, circumplanetary discs have been simu-

lated assuming that gas and dust have the same distribution in space.

The assumption is that they have the same dust-to-gas ratio, typically

the interstellar medium value of 10−2 (Knapp & Kerr 1974), at all

points in space. Sometimes this assumption is not made explicit; it

is implicit in the work by using opacity tables which assume a dust-

to-gas ratio of 10−2. It is well-known observationally that gas and

dust do not share the same distribution in space in protoplanetary

discs (e.g. Long et al. 2018; Pinte et al. 2016; among many others).

According to theory they do not obey the same physics, so there is

no reason to expect them to.

The separate dynamics of dust from gas should not be neglected.

Even if it is only 1% of the mass budget as per the ISM dust-to-

gas ratio, the dust plays an outsized role in heating and cooling

because it dominates the opacity: (𝜅𝜌)𝑑 ≫ (𝜅𝜌)𝑔 despite 𝜌𝑔 ≫ 𝜌𝑑
(Williams & Cieza 2011) where 𝜅 is opacity and 𝜌 is density and

𝑔 and 𝑑 denote gas and dust. For the same reason of high opacity,

dust emits disproportionately much of the electromagnetic radiation

we can see. Understanding dust dynamics as separate from the gas

is a necessary prerequisite to capture the thermodynamic behaviour

of a CPD and its environs. In models that presume perfect uniform

mixing, the opacity and temperature at any given point in space will

be dramatically overestimated or underestimated if the local dust-to-

gas ratio at that point is greater or less than 10−2. Furthermore, there

is no reason to expect dust of different grain sizes to share the same

distribution in space, because dust particles of different sizes have

different surface-area-to-mass ratios and thus experience different

strengths of dust-gas drag.

Previously published work by Binkert et al. (2021) and Szulá-

gyi et al. (2022) concern three-dimensional hydrodynamical simula-

tions of CPDs with separate gas and dust. The principal differences

from this work are as follows: (I) they use only one dust grain size,

𝑎 = 1 mm, whereas we allow dust of multiple grain sizes to exist

simultaneously, with each dust size possessing its own dynamics;

(II) they simulate a larger region of the protoplanetary disc than we

do; (III) their simulations are radiative, whereas we adopt a locally

isothermal approach; and (IV) they neglect turbulent diffusion of

dust, which matters because the main flow feeding the protoplanet

is vertical, sourced from far above and below the midplane, and tur-

bulent stirring is what counteracts the gravitational settling of dust

which would otherwise pull the dust onto the midplane to form an

extremely thin layer. They conclude that planetary gravity vertically

stirs the dust, so planet-hosting protoplanetary discs are thicker than

expected in the dust and therefore the dust masses of observed pro-

toplanetary discs may be being underestimated.

The purpose of this paper is to assess not only how much dust there

is in circumplanetary discs but how much dust there is of each grain

size. The dust size distribution determines the opacity and, as such,

is crucial to understand CPD observations. For example, Benisty

et al. (2021) conclude that the circumplanetary disc of PDS 70 c

has a dust mass 0.007𝑀⊕ if the dust grain size is 1 mm or a much

more massive 0.031𝑀⊕ if the dust grain size is 1 𝜇m. Therefore,

we run three-dimensional multifluid hydrodynamical simulations of

a circumplanetary disc, covering the gap in which the CPD dwells

and the protoplanet within the CPD. Gas and dust are permitted to

exist separately, following their separate dynamics, albeit coupled

to each other by dust-gas drag. Our approach differs from previous

work in that we devote the available computing power to multifluid

dust dynamics, rather than to a more sophisticated thermal treatment.

We argue that temperature depends so strongly on opacity and thus

on the distribution of different-sized dust grains in space that our

approach is warranted. In Sect. 2, we lay out the numerical toolset

we use, the setup of the simulations and the physical processes they

model. Then we give the results of our simulations and compare them

to observations in Sect. 3 and we discuss the implications of these

results in Sect. 4. Finally, our conclusions are offered in Sect. 5.

2 METHODS

2.1 Numerical implementation

We run 3D hydrodynamical simulations of a segment of a proto-

planetary disc containing a Jupiter-mass protoplanet on a circular

orbit at 10 AU around a solar-mass star. The orbital radius we use is

wider than Jupiter’s orbit because we wish to consider protoplanets

distant enough to be observable in practice. We use a grid-based

Finite-Volume Adaptive Mesh Refinement code called MG (Falle

1991; Van Loo et al. 2006). The governing equations for the gas are:

𝜕𝜌𝑔

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇.

(
𝜌𝑔v𝑔

)
= 0 (2)

𝜕
(
𝜌𝑔v𝑔

)
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇.

(
𝜌𝑔v𝑔 ⊗ v𝑔 − 𝝈

∼

)
= −

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

F𝐷,𝑖 − 𝜌𝑔∇Φ

−𝜌𝑔Ω𝑐 × (Ω𝑐 × r) − 2𝜌𝑔Ω𝑐 × v𝑔

(3)

where 𝜌𝑔 is the gas density, v𝑔 the gas velocity, Φ the gravitational

potential, 𝑛 the number of different dust species, F𝐷,𝑖 the drag force

by the gas on the 𝑖th dust species, and Ω𝑐 = Ω𝑐 ê𝑧 the corotation

vector with Ω𝑐 the corotation frequency. In our simulations, we

choose to use a frame corotating at frequency Ω𝑐 =

√︃
𝐺𝑀∗/𝑎3pl to

keep the protoplanet stationary where 𝑀∗ is the star’s mass and 𝑎pl
the orbital radius of the protoplanet around the star. The position r

is defined relative to the star which is at the origin, i.e. r = 0. The

turbulent-viscous stress tensor, 𝝈
∼

, is defined as follows:

𝝈

∼
= 𝜂turb

(
∇ ⊗ v𝑔 +

(
∇ ⊗ v𝑔

)T)
−

(
2

3
𝜂turb∇.v𝑔 + 𝑃

)
I
∼

(4)

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2023)



Size-selective accretion of dust onto CPDs 3

where 𝑃 is the pressure, 𝜂turb the turbulent viscosity and I
∼

the

identity matrix. The code is locally isothermal, for computational

efficiency. See Sect. 2.2 for the temperature description. For the 𝑖th

dust species, the governing equations are:

𝜕𝜌𝑖

𝜕𝑡
+ ∇.

(
𝜌𝑖v𝑖 − 𝜂turb∇

(
𝜌𝑖

𝜌𝑔

))
= 0 (5)

𝜕 (𝜌𝑖v𝑖)
𝜕𝑡

+ ∇.

(
𝜌𝑖v𝑖 ⊗ v𝑖 −

(
𝜂turb∇

(
𝜌𝑖

𝜌𝑔

))
⊗ v𝑖

)
=

F𝐷,𝑖 − 𝜌𝑖∇Φ − 𝜌𝑖Ω𝑐 × (Ω𝑐 × r) − 2𝜌𝑖Ω𝑐 × v𝑖

(6)

where 𝜌𝑖 and v𝑖 are the density and velocity of the 𝑖th dust species,

and all other variables are defined above (Morfill & Voelk 1984).

Each dust species is treated as a pressureless fluid.

The MG code uses a Godunov method which is 2nd order in space

and time. For the gas we use a Kurganov-Tadmor Riemann solver,

while for the dust Riemann solver we implement the algorithm of

Paardekooper & Mellema (2006). The dust species are coupled to the

gas by dust-gas drag; see Sect. 2.5. Once the drag coefficients have

been calculated, our code uses the algorithm of Benítez-Llambay

et al. (2019) to solve the effects of dust-gas drag upon all of the

dust species and the gas, at once. It solves equations of the form

F𝐷,𝑖 = −∑
𝑗 𝛽𝑖 𝑗

(
v𝑖 − v 𝑗

)
by a backward-in-time, implicit, linear-

algebra method. Our version of MG is able to simulate an arbitrary

number of dust species coexisting with gas, rather than just gas; to

work in a corotating frame; and to have protoplanets which exert

gravity, accrete matter, and provide heat to their surroundings.

We run one gas-only simulation, four single grain size simula-

tions with gas and one dust species at a time, and one multiple grain

size simulation with gas and four dust species simultaneously, with

quarter-annulus geometry, and we run one multiple grain size simu-

lation (gas + 4 dust) with full-annulus geometry. The dust grain sizes

are 𝑎 = 1 𝜇m, 10 𝜇m, 100 𝜇m and 1 mm. These grain sizes are

consistent with the Miley et al. (2021) protoplanetary disc models

that produced our initial conditions, as described in Sect. 2.6. We

obtain the other grain sizes from our choice to use logarithmically

even spacing with a factor of 10, in order to explore the behaviour of

dust of a wide range of orders of magnitude.

2.2 Temperature

The disc is assumed to be locally isothermal, with an ideal gas

equation of state:

𝑃 =
𝜌𝑔

𝜇𝑚𝑝
𝑘𝐵𝑇 (7)

where 𝜇 is mean molecular mass, 𝑚𝑝 the mass of a proton, 𝑘𝐵
Boltzmann’s constant and 𝑇 temperature.

The initial conditions give the temperature of the unperturbed

protoplanetary disc at every point in space, as Sect. 2.6 explains. The

temperature at every point in space is kept equal to its value in these

initial conditions, unless the point is close enough that the luminosity

of the hot young protoplanet dominates.

𝑇 (r) = max
©«
(

𝐿pl

4𝜋
(
𝑑pl (r)

)2 × 𝜎

)1/4
, 𝑇init (r)

ª®¬
(8)

where 𝐿pl is the protoplanet’s luminosity, and 𝑑pl (r) the distance

from protoplanet is given by 𝑑pl (r) = max
(��r − rpl

�� , 𝑅eff

)
. 𝑅eff

the “effective radius” serves to avoid a singularity at the location of

the protoplanet. In this paper we set 𝑅eff to be 8 times the radius

of Jupiter. For the protoplanet’s luminosity, we use 𝐿pl = 5.96 ×
10−5𝐿⊙ , which comes from the equation 𝐿pl = 4𝜋𝑅2

pl
× 𝜎𝑇4

surf

for a Jupiter-radius protoplanet with the same surface temperature

1600 K that was observed by Christiaens et al. (2019) for the giant

protoplanet PDS 70 b. This is not expected to be exact for all giant

protoplanets but should be of the right order of magnitude.

2.3 Gravity and accretion

While the self-gravity of the disc material upon itself is neglected,

the gravitational acceleration – which is the same for the gas and dust

– can be straightforwardly calculated using

∇Φ(r) =
𝐺𝑀pl

(
r − rpl

)
(��r − rpl

��2 + (2𝑅eff )2
)3/2 + 𝐺𝑀∗

|r|3
r +

𝐺𝑀pl��rpl��3 rpl (9)

Note that the first two terms arise directly from the gravitational

potentials of the star and protoplanet, while the last term is an indirect,

fictitious acceleration due to the gravitational pull of the protoplanet

on the star. This is included because our choice of reference frame is

keeping the star always at r = 0. Furthermore, the direct term of the

protoplanet’s gravity is artificially smoothed close to the protoplanet

using a smoothing radius of 2𝑅eff .

For Eq. 9, the protoplanet’s mass is fixed at 1𝑀Jup throughout

the simulations. These simulations are intended to capture the CPD

instantaneously, not to simulate its entire lifetime, which would be

computationally prohibitive for high-resolution 3D hydrodynamical

simulations.

Accretion has a major impact on the results because the mass bud-

get of the circumplanetary disc is governed by input and output: the

flow of mass from the parent protoplanetary disc, and the accretion

of mass from the circumplanetary disc onto the protoplanet. There-

fore, even though accretion happens on length-scales much smaller

than every other length-scale in the problem, it still must be treated

with great care. The accretion algorithm we use is Gaussian with

distance from the protoplanet and near-linear with time. The mass

accreted from a cell in a timestep of length Δ𝑡 is proportional to

(1 − exp (−Δ𝑡/𝑡acc)) where 𝑡acc is an accretion timescale based on

freefall. However, as close to the protoplanet Δ𝑡/𝑡acc ≪ 1, it is in

effect linear. For the algorithmic details of the accretion treatment in

this paper, see Appendix A.

2.4 Turbulence

Turbulence in protoplanetary discs is a source of angular momen-

tum transport and can be treated like a viscosity where the kine-

matic viscosity is given by 𝜈turb = 𝛼𝑐2
𝑠,𝑖𝑠𝑜

Ω
−1
K

(Shakura & Sun-

yaev 1973) where 𝑐𝑠,𝑖𝑠𝑜 =
√︁
𝑃/𝜌𝑔 is the isothermal sound speed

and ΩK =

√︁
𝐺𝑀∗/𝑅3 is the Keplerian frequency. This equation is

used to calculate the dynamic viscosity 𝜂turb = 𝜌𝑔𝜈turb through-

out this paper, for both gas and dust. 𝜈turb in our simulations is

not time-variable; it is calculated using the initial conditions. The

turbulent/diffusive terms in Eqs 5 and 6 are for turbulent stirring,

which must not be neglected because the balance between it and the

settling due to drag and gravity sets the scale height for dust of each

grain size (Youdin & Lithwick 2007). Without it, the dust would set-

tle into a super-dense, gravitationally unstable layer at the midplane

(Goldreich & Ward 1973).

Observationally, the general consensus is that 𝛼 is around 10−4 -

10−3 in Class II discs: for instance, Pinte et al. (2016) look at the

continuum emission of the disc HL Tau and, by modelling the vertical

MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2023)



4 S. M. Karlin et al.

settling of dust, they deduce an 𝛼 of order a few times 10−4. With a

different method, Trapman et al. (2020) analyse protoplanetary discs’

viscous spreading by comparing PPDs’ ages to their outer radii for a

sample in the Lupus star-forming region and they conclude that 𝛼 is

generally in the 10−4 - 10−3 range. In this paper we take 𝛼 = 10−3.

We choose the upper end of the 10−4 - 10−3 range because higher

𝛼 means higher dust scale heights, which are less computationally

expensive to capture.

2.5 Dust-gas drag

Dust-gas drag is treated as one of two regimes, depending on com-

paring the dust grain size 𝑎 to the mean free path 𝜆 of the gas: the

Epstein drag regime when 𝑎 ≤ 9
4𝜆 and the Stokes regime when

𝑎 > 9
4𝜆. The mean free path can be expressed in terms of the gas

density and collisional cross section 𝜎coll as 𝜆 = 𝜇𝑚𝑝/
(
𝜌𝑔𝜎coll

)
with 𝜎coll taken to be 2 × 10−19 m2 and the mean molecular mass

𝜇 = 2.3 (Dipierro et al. 2018). Following Dipierro et al. (2018), we

use the following drag equations:

F𝐷,𝑖 = −
𝜌𝑔𝑣𝑡ℎ

𝜌𝑚𝑎
𝜌𝑖

(
v𝑖 − v𝑔

)
×

{
1 if 𝑎 ≤ 9

4𝜆 (Epstein)
9𝜆
4𝑎 if 𝑎 > 9

4𝜆 (Stokes)
(10)

where 𝜌𝑚 is the material density of a dust grain which we take to be

3000 kg m−3, 𝑣𝑡ℎ the thermal speed which is 𝑣𝑡ℎ = 𝑐𝑠,𝑖𝑠𝑜
√︁
8/𝜋 in

the Boltzmann distribution. Of course, the 𝑖th dust species exerts an

equal and opposite drag force on the gas: F𝐷,𝑔 = −Σ𝑛
𝑖=1

F𝐷,𝑖 .

2.6 Initial and boundary conditions

The simulations are done in 3D cylindrical polar coordinates (𝑅, 𝜙, 𝑧)
in a stellar-centric frame. That is, the star is always at r = 0. Compu-

tational units are chosen so that 𝑎pl, the radius of the protoplanet’s

orbit around the star, is 1 and the period of the protoplanet’s orbit

is also 1. Thus, in this corotating frame, the protoplanet is always

at 𝑅 = 1, 𝜙 = 0, 𝑧 = 0. The region we simulate is 0.7 ≤ 𝑅 ≤ 1.3,

0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0.2. For every simulation but the last, the simulated region

is −1
4 𝜋 ≤ 𝜙 ≤ 1

4𝜋, one quarter of an annulus. The 𝜙 (azimuthal)

boundary conditions are periodic, so that information is not lost as

matter orbits the star, following Ayliffe & Bate (2009a,b). For the

final simulation, we simulate the full annulus, 2𝜋 rad, at the same

resolution as was done for the quarter-annulus. The simulations only

include the upper half of the disc because mirror-symmetry at the

midplane is assumed. The upper 𝑧 (vertical) boundary condition and

both of the 𝑅 (radial) boundary conditions are fixed at their values

from the initial conditions described below.

These are multi-resolution simulations, with the higher-resolution

levels existing only in the vicinity of the protoplanet. The low-

resolution level which covers the entire grid, Level 1, has resolution

120 in 𝑅, 40 in 𝑧 and 316 in 𝜙 (for quarter-annulus). That yields cells

of size ∼ 0.005𝑎pl in all three dimensions. The accretion near to

the protoplanet takes place on length-scales ∼ the radius of Jupiter,

5 × 10−4 AU. Using such high resolution for the entire simulation

is prohibited by computation time. Therefore we use a static mesh

refinement. If a Level-1 cell is within 512 Jupiter radii of the proto-

planet, it is divided into 8 Level-2 cells. If one of these Level-2 cells

then lies within 256 Jupiter radii, it is further divided into 8 Level-3

cells, and so on. The base grid is fully resolved and the highest grid

level is 6, so that our maximum resolution is 25 times the base grid’s

resolution.

Initial conditions and boundary conditions for the simulations

come from star+protoplanetary disc models developed by Miley et al.

Parameter Value Units

Stellar mass 1 𝑀⊙
Mass of protoplanetary disc 0.05 𝑀⊙
Age of protoplanetary disc 1 × 106 yr

Dust size distribution power-law −3.5
Minimum dust grain size 1 × 10−8 m

Maximum dust grain size 1 × 10−3 m

Turbulent alpha parameter 1 × 10−3

Table 1. Input parameters for the Miley et al. (2021) models that we used to

generate initial and boundary conditions for our simulations.

(2021). These models use the Monte Carlo radiative transfer code

mcmax (Min et al. 2009) to produce self-consistent 2D solutions for

temperature and densities in an axisymmetric protoplanetary disc.

The parameters of the Miley et al. (2021) model that we use are

shown in Table 1.

The Miley et al. (2021) models are static. We have taken from the

models the temperature, gas density, and total dust density summed

over all grain sizes: 𝑇 (𝑅, 𝑧), 𝜌𝑔 (𝑅, 𝑧), 𝜌all dust (𝑅, 𝑧). For veloci-

ties, we initially approximate as follows: 𝑣𝑅 = 𝑣𝑧 = 0 for both gas

and dust; 𝑣𝜙 =

√︃
𝐺𝑀∗𝑅−1 − 3𝑃𝜌−1𝑔 for gas; and 𝑣𝜙 =

√︁
𝐺𝑀∗𝑅−1

for dust. This is a simplified form of an analytical protoplanetary

disc expression; see Eq. 13 of Nelson et al. (2013) and remove

the 𝑞
(
1 − 𝑅/

√
𝑅2 + 𝑧2

)
term for simplicity. We set 𝑝 and 𝑞, the

power-law indices for the dependence of midplane gas density and

temperature (respectively) on 𝑅, to 𝑝 = −2.5 and 𝑞 − 0.5. Dust,

being pressureless, lacks the gas’s (𝑝 + 𝑞) (𝐻/𝑅)2 term. Since the

initial star+disc models span the whole protoplanetary disc from

0.24 AU ≤ 𝑅 ≤ 200 AU, their grid is much coarser in space

than this paper. That necessitates logarithmic interpolation to con-

vert them to appropriate initial and boundary conditions. Thus, tak-

ing temperatures and densities from the initial star+disc models and

velocities from an approximate analytical prescription, we obtain

{𝑇, 𝜌, 𝑣𝑅 , 𝑣𝜙 , 𝑣𝑧 } as a function of 𝑅 and 𝑧.

While this provides us the initial conditions for the gas-only and

single-grain models with gas (where we assume that the grain size is

either i.e. 1 𝜇m, 10 𝜇m, 100 𝜇m or 1 mm), it does not directly give

us the dust distribution for the multiple grain size simulations. In

the multiple grain size simulations, the dust mass is divided between

four grain sizes and we must obtain the density for each individual

grain size 𝜌𝑖 from the overall summed dust density. We assume that

these grain sizes, i.e. 𝑎1 = 1 𝜇m, 𝑎2 = 10 𝜇m, 𝑎3 = 100 𝜇m and

𝑎4 = 1mm, are representative of a continuous grain size distribution

given by
d𝑁 (𝑎)
d𝑎

= 𝑁0𝑎
−3.5 where 𝑁0 is a normalisation factor

(Mathis et al. 1977). In principle the mass density for each grain

radius can be calculated using

𝜌𝑖 = 𝑚 (𝑎𝑖)
d𝑁 (𝑎)
d𝑎

����
𝑎𝑖

=
4𝜋𝜌𝑚

3
𝑁0𝑎

−0.5
𝑖 (11)

The normalisation factor 𝑁0 would then be determined by summing

the mass densities and setting this sum equal to the total dust density.

However, such an approach ignores the fact that the given grain sizes

represent a range of grain radii with 𝑎𝑖 ∈ [𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1]. A meaningful

choice for a characteristic grain size is such that both the number

and mass density of the bin can be reproduced simultaneously. This

requires

4𝜋𝜌𝑚

3
𝑎3𝑖 =

𝑀 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1)
𝑁 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1)

(12)

where 𝑁 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1) and 𝑀 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1) are the total number density and
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mass density, respectively, of grains with radii between 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑎𝑖+1.

𝑀 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1) =
∫ 𝑎𝑖+1

𝑎𝑖

𝑚 (𝑎) d𝑁 (𝑎)
d𝑎

d𝑎 (13)

With our choice of characteristic grain radii 𝑎𝑖 , this actually sets the

lower and upper limit of each grain size bin, i.e. 𝑎𝑖 ≈ 0.4517𝑎𝑖 ,

while 𝑎𝑖+1 ≈ 4.517𝑎𝑖 . Using these limits we can then calculate the

mass densities and determine the normalisation factor 𝑁0, and thus

𝜌𝑖 = 𝑀 (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑎𝑖+1). This method is applied at every point in space.

However, as Sect. 1 elaborates, the dust grain size distribution is

observably not the same everywhere in space. Hence, the initial and

boundary conditions from the above procedure are only provisional.

To obtain our true initial and boundary conditions, we take the pro-

visional {𝑇, 𝜌, 𝑣𝑅 , 𝑣𝜙 , 𝑣𝑧 } (𝑅, 𝑧) values and we plug them into the

MG hydrodynamics code, now simulating a slightly larger region:

0.65 ≤ 𝑅 ≤ 1.35, 0 ≤ 𝑧 ≤ 0.22. This protoplanetary disc is then

allowed to evolve freely for 10 orbital periods, with all the same

physics except that axisymmetry is assumed and no protoplanets are

present. This serves to “relax” the values from the initial star+disc

models to a stable steady state, prior to the implantation of proto-

planets. During this relaxation phase, the dust settles to the scale

height appropriate for its grain size, except at the boundaries where

the boundary conditions are pinned to the initial conditions. For this

reason we use a larger simulated region during relaxation which

prevents any distortion near the boundaries from entering the main

simulations. Furthermore it produces a flux of inward radial-drifting

dust. It will not perfectly capture the phenomenon of radial drift be-

cause that takes place on timescales of order the disc lifetime, which

greatly exceeds the length of these simulations. The resultant relaxed,

steady-state, fully hydrodynamic models are used as the initial and

boundary conditions for the main simulations.

2.7 Implanting protoplanets

Protoplanet growth during the runaway gas accretion phase takes

place on timescales ∼ 104−106 yr (Helled et al. 2014). For contrast,

the relevant dynamical timescale of our simulations is the orbital pe-

riod, which is ∼ 30 yr at 𝑎pl ∼ 10 AU around a star of mass ∼ 1𝑀⊙ .

The timescale of protoplanet growth is so many orders of magnitude

longer than the timescale of our simulations that protoplanet growth

is effectively static on our timescales. Thus, for our simulations to be

accurate, we need them to have settled into a quasi-static state.

Numerical breakdown would be caused by instantaneous insertion

of a Jupiter-mass protoplanet into an unperturbed protoplanetary disc

model. To avoid this, the protoplanet’s mass is set to 𝑀pl = 0 at 𝑡 = 0

and it is linearly grown to its desired mass over the first 3 orbital

periods of the main simulation. For our simulations the desired mass

is 1𝑀Jup. This super-fast linear growth is not a representation of

the planet formation process but purely a tool to avert numerical

breakdown.

The super-fast protoplanet implantation excites the protoplanetary

disc to a temporary unsustainable state with extremely large amounts

of matter clustering around the protoplanet and thus extremely high

accretion rates. Therefore, even though the protoplanet is at full mass

at 𝑡 = 3 orbits, a snapshot of the simulation at 𝑡 = 3 orbits is not

conclusive. It is necessary to give the simulation more time to allow

it to relax into a sustainable steady state. How much time, and how

we determine that, is discussed in Sect. 3.

Figure 1. The density distribution of a circumplanetary disc, in a frame

comoving with the protoplanet, in a gas-only simulation. The protoplanet

is at (0,0). 𝑅 and 𝑧 are measured from the protoplanet. The densities and

velocities presented here have been mass-averaged across 𝜙, the azimuthal

coordinate from the protoplanet. The arrows show the mass-averaged velocity

vectors, or rather their 𝑅 and 𝑧 components. The 𝜙 component of velocity,

orbiting around the protoplanet, is not shown.

3 RESULTS

3.1 Gas dynamics

First we start with a gas-only simulation. It serves as a fiduciary

model to confirm that our code is working as it should, reproducing

the opening of a gap and the formation of a circumplanetary disc seen

in previous studies (e.g. Kley 1999; Nelson et al. 2000; Machida et al.

2008). Fig. 2 shows the gas surface density 50 orbits after the pro-

toplanet was introduced in the numerical domain. The tidal torques

exerted by the protoplanet indeed perturb the disc gas density in the

form of trailing spiral shock waves. These open up an annular gap

in the disc, although, after 50 orbits, the disc is not yet fully cleared

and some disc material on a co-rotating orbit with the protoplanet

is still present. This gas oscillates on horseshoe-shaped orbits in the

frame corotating with the protoplanet. Henceforth we refer to this as

the horseshoe region.

Simultaneously a CPD forms around the protoplanet. Fig. 1 shows

the azimuthally averaged density distribution within one Hill radius,

𝑅Hill = 0.69 AU and shows a flared disc structure which is notably

denser than its surrounding material. The disc itself is rotationally

supported, while additional gas is fed to the CPD by meridional flows

(as seen in e.g. Szulágyi et al. 2016). The CPD extends to a distance

of about ≈ 0.5𝑅Hill from the protoplanet corresponding roughly to

the extent of protoplanet’s Roche lobe. Therefore, throughout this

paper, we define the CPD mass as twice the mass in all cells within

a distance ≤ 0.5𝑅Hill of the protoplanet. Note that the factor of 2 is

because we use symmetry boundary conditions at the midplane.

As previously stated (Sect. 2.7), after the implantation of the pro-

toplanet, the system requires some time to settle down. Fig. 3 shows

the temporal evolution of the gas mass in the CPD in the gas-only

simulation. It shows a rapid increase in the CPD gas mass which

reaches a maximum after 3 orbits. Then the CPD mass reduces as

more gas is accreted by the protoplanet than is deposited on the CPD.

After about 20-25 orbits the CPD mass loss and gain balance each

other and the CPD gas mass remains constant at about 0.76𝑀⊕ . The
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Figure 2. Gas surface density in units kg m−2 for the gas-only simulation at

𝑡 = 50 orbits after the implantation of the protoplanet. The green semicircle

denotes a distance of 0.5𝑅Hill from the protoplanet, which is marked with a

cross.

Figure 3. The mass of a CPD in a gas-only simulation, over time. The CPD

is settling into a steady state after the implantation of a protoplanet to the

parent protoplanetary disc at 𝑡 = 0. This metric serves to inform us of when

the CPD has reached a steady state.

extreme clustering of matter near the protoplanet in the early part

of these simulations is a numerical artefact due to the super-fast im-

plantation of the protoplanet between 𝑡 = 0 and 𝑡 = 3 orbits. Only

some time after the implantation phase (about 20-30 orbits), the CPD

reaches a quasi-steady state, and it is this state that we analyse in this

paper. This does not mean the system does not continue to evolve.

Two-dimensional simulations of the late-time behaviour shows that

the gap first becomes devoid of gas and that subsequently the inner

disc (between star and protoplanet) disappears as the gas is accreted

by the star (Nelson et al. 2000). However, computational restrictions

of high-resolution three-dimensional simulations do not allow us to

follow the CPD evolution up to such long timescales.

3.2 Single grain size dynamics

Now we include single-sized dust grains as well as the gas. Fig. 4

shows the gas’s surface density (density integrated along the 𝑧 axis)

and Fig. 5 the density of a slice at 𝜙 = 0. From these it is clear that

the general effect of the dust grains on the gas structure is small, i.e.

the width of the annular gap in the disc and the structure of the spiral

arms connecting the CPD with the disc do not change at all. The

main differences are seen in the structure of the horseshoe region: its

location and thickness differs compared to the gas-only simulation

and even between the single grain size simulations.

To interpret this we need to understand the interaction between

the gas and dust grains. In a general situation when the dust density

is much smaller than the gas density, the radial motion of the dust

particles is given by (Dipierro et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2012)

𝑣𝑑,𝑅 =
𝑣𝑔,𝑅St

−1 + 𝑣𝑝

St + St−1
+ 𝑣visc

1 + St2
− 𝜂turb

𝜌𝑑

𝜕

𝜕𝑅

(
𝜌𝑑

𝜌𝑔

)
(14)

where St =
𝜌𝑚𝑎
𝜌𝑔𝑣𝑡ℎ

ΩK is the Stokes number of the dust grains, 𝑣𝑝 =

1
𝜌𝑔ΩK

𝜕𝑃
𝜕𝑅

the typical dust drift velocity due to pressure differences

and 𝑣visc =
2

𝜌𝑔ΩK

∇. 𝝈
∼
|𝜙 the radial drift due to viscous torques. The

last term is the drift due to dust diffusion. For low Stokes numbers

the dust grains closely follow the gas: the gas-grain drag dominates

and the viscous drift is small compared to the gas velocity. However,

when there is a large gradient in the dust-to-gas mass ratio, dust

diffusion can become important. Grains with a high Stokes number,

i.e. St > 0.1, decouple from the gas and the drift due to pressure

gradients plays a significant role. In our simulations only the 1 mm

grain model has high enough Stokes numbers for the dust and gas to

decouple from each other, although the decoupling transition already

starts at the smaller grain size of 100 𝜇m. Fig. 6 shows the dust

surface density for each single grain size simulation. The surface

density structure is nearly identical for 1 𝜇m, 10 𝜇m and 100 𝜇m,

but is significantly different for 1 mm. Especially the dust density

within the annular gap is a few orders of magnitude lower. This is

an effect of the pressure-gradient drift, i.e. at the outer edge of the

gap a pressure bump forms an effective barrier for the grains to drift

inward. As a consequence the gap becomes devoid of 1 mm dust

grains. This process is referred to as dust filtering (Rice et al. 2006)

and observed in many simulations (e.g. Zhu et al. 2012).

Another significant difference seen for the 1 mm simulation is

that, although the gap is devoid of dust grains, the dust grains in the

corotating region are trapped because of pressure gradients. As gas

moves out of the annular gap, the dust-to-gas mass ratio therefore

increases significantly and dust grains actually become the dominant

mass carriers. Fig. 7 shows that the dust-to-gas mass ratio in the

horseshoe region is 3 orders of magnitude larger than for typical

ISM values. When this happens the back-reaction (or drag force) of
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Figure 4. Surface density of gas in protoplanetary discs, in units kg m−2, after 𝑡 = 50 orbits since the implantation of the protoplanet. From left to right, the

subplots show the single grain size simulations for 𝑎 = 1 𝜇m, 10 𝜇m, 100 𝜇m and 1 mm and finally the (quarter-annulus) multiple grain size simulation on

the far right. The green semicircle denotes a distance of 0.5𝑅Hill from the protoplanet, which is marked with a cross.

the dust grains on the gas can no longer be neglected. The qualitative

analysis of Dipierro et al. (2018) shows that the back-reaction already

becomes important when 𝜌𝑑/𝜌𝑔 > 𝛼/(St − 𝛼). However, Dipierro

et al. (2018) did not include the effect of dust diffusion. Dust diffusion

actually acts earlier as can be seen in the comparison of the thickness

of the horseshoe region between the gas-only and single grain size

simulations (see Figs. 2 and 4). At the boundaries of the horseshoe

region the dust-to-gas mass ratio changes rapidly which gives rise

to dust diffusion drift and pushes the dust away from the horseshoe

region. As the gas and dust are strongly coupled, it actually drags the

gas with it. While dust diffusion is also important for the 1mm grains,

the gas and dust are only weakly coupled leading to a thin horseshoe

region as in the gas-only simulation, but a thick region in the dust. As

we mentioned earlier, the dust-gas decoupling can already be noticed

in the 100 𝜇m model, as it shows a dust distribution in between the

smallest grain size simulations and the largest grain size simulation.

So, the inclusion of dust grains does not change the gas dynamics,

especially not the formation of a CPD around the protoplanet. How-

ever, as we have seen, the dynamics of the dust depends on the Stokes

number and, thus, the size of the grains. This also has consequences

for the dust content of the CPD. As seen in Sect. 3.1, gas form inside

the annular gap is transported to the CPD via meridional flows. As

in the 1 mm simulation, the gap is devoid of dust grains, it is likely

that the CPD has no dust in it either. Fig. 8 shows the dust-to-gas

ratio of the CPD and, indeed, the ratio for the 1 mm simulation de-

creases to 10−6 while the smaller grain size simulations have equal

values around 10−3 (although for the 100 𝜇m model it is a factor

of 2 lower). Note that the smaller grain size simulations also have

a lower dust-to-gas mass ratio than the default value of 10−2. This

is because the pressure maximum at the centre of the gap traps the

dust grains to form the horseshoe region. Although not as efficient

as in the 1 mm simulation, dust in the smaller grain size simulations

is still more efficiently trapped than the gas. This is why, as Fig. 9

shows, the dust-to-gas ratio in the horseshoe region is slightly above

10−2, whereas it is lower elsewhere in the gap. That is also seen in

2D simulations, e.g. Drążkowska et al. (2019). Actually, the ratio we

obtain in the CPD is the same as in the gap, reinforcing the notion

that material in the CPD is replenished by meridional flows.

3.3 Multiple grain size dynamics

In the previous section, we studied the behaviour of each dust species

separately. The results show that the dust content of the CPD depends

directly on the dust content of the annular gap and, thus, is grain

size dependent due to dust filtration. Furthermore, the grain size

affects the dynamics of the system as grains with a high Stokes

number (or large grain size) decouple from the gas and dust-to-gas

feedback becomes important. As there is a dust grain size distribution

within protoplanetary discs, it is therefore important to consider the

dynamics of multiple grain species simultaneously. The large, weakly

coupled grains potentially modify the dynamics of the smaller well-

coupled grains.

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the gas structure for the quarter-annulus

multiple grain size simulation is similar to the 1 mm single grain

size simulation. This is not surprising as Dipierro et al. (2018) show

that, for a continuous dust distribution, the effect of dust-gas drag on

both the dust and gas is set by the parameters

𝜆𝑘 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

St𝑘
𝑖

1 + St2
𝑖

𝜌𝑖

𝜌𝑔
(15)

where 𝑘 ∈ {0, 1} and 𝑛 is the number of dust grain size bins. For an

MRN (Mathis et al. 1977) distribution, the value of 𝜆0 and 𝜆1 are

solely determined by the Stokes number of the largest grains. This is

because the largest bin (represented by the average bin grain size of

1 mm) not only has the highest Stokes number, it also contains most

of the dust mass. Thus, the dynamics, and thus the structure, of the

largest grains and the gas are extremely similar to the single grain

size simulation for 1 mm. The dynamics of the smaller grains that

are strongly coupled to the gas does change in relation to their single
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Figure 5. Vertical slice at 𝜙 = 0 of the gas density, in units kg m−3, after

𝑡 = 50 orbits since the implantation of the protoplanet. From top to bottom, the

subplots show the gas-only simulation, then the single grain size simulations

with 𝑎 = 1 𝜇m, 10 𝜇m, 100 𝜇m, and 1mm, and then the multiple grain size

simulation (all quarter-annulus). The green semicircle denotes the distance

of 0.5𝑅Hill from the protoplanet.

grain size simulations. The density structure in these smaller grains

now looks like the 1 mm dust grain structure. As seen in Sect. 3.2,

most of the difference is in the horseshoe region and not the CPD.

This can be seen from Fig. 8 which shows the dust-to-gas mass ratio

in the CPD. While the 1 𝜇m and 10 𝜇m dust grain size bins follow

roughly the expected MRN distribution, the dust mass in the 100 𝜇m

bin is a factor of 2 less than would be expected if it followed the MRN

distribution, and the 1 mm mass is 3 orders of magnitude smaller.

Fig. 10 shows that the multiple grain size simulation has the same

filtering efficiency – CPD dust-to-gas mass ratio of a dust species,

normalised by the initial dust-to-gas ratio of that species – for the

different dust species as in the single grain size simulations. It is thus

clear that dust filtering acts in the multiple grain size simulation as it

does in the single grain size simulations and that every dust species

behaves dynamically as if it and the gas were an isolated system.

An important consequence of the multiple grain size simulation

is that, although the CPD is populated with a wide size range of

dust grains that are well coupled to the gas, the total dust-to-gas

mass ratio of the CPD is much less than in the single size grain

simulations, i.e. ≈ 3× 10−4 compared to 10−3. This is because most

of the protoplanetary disc dust mass is in the 1mm bin. Dust filtration

stops these large dust grains from flowing into the protoplanet-carved

gap and, thus, also onto the CPD.

Figure 6. Dust surface density for the single grain size simulations, i.e.

𝑎 = 1 𝜇m (top left), 10 𝜇m (top right), 100 𝜇m (bottom left), and 1 mm

(bottom right) in kg m−2 after 𝑡 = 50 orbits since the implantation of the

protoplanet. The green semicircle denotes a distance of 0.5𝑅Hill from the

protoplanet, which is marked with a cross.

3.4 Full-annulus geometry

Our quarter-annulus simulations provide an excellent comparison

between the gas-only, single-grain and multiple grain models, but the

periodic boundary conditions potentially affect the obtained results.

To assess the effects, we run one additional simulation, which is

identical in every way to the quarter-annulus multiple grain size

simulation from Sect. 3.3 except that it covers the full annulus, i.e.

2𝜋 rad, without loss of resolution. This full-annulus multiple grain

size simulation takes longer to settle into steady state than its quarter-

annulus counterpart, because it has more mass in the gap. Therefore,

we run it for longer up to 𝑡 = 100 orbits, not 𝑡 = 50 as before.

From Fig. 11 it is apparent that the simulation has reached a quasi-

steady state by then. Fig. 12 shows that, qualitatively, this full-annulus

result does not dramatically differ from the quarter-annulus results as

compared to e.g. Fig. 7. There are some small local structures in the

horseshoe region in Fig. 7 that are absent from Fig. 12, but these are

simply due to spiral arms interacting with the periodic 𝜙-boundary

conditions of a less-than-full annulus. The global picture with a gap,

an inner and outer disc, streamers and a CPD remains the same.

Some quantitative difference can be observed between the quarter

and full-annulus cases. From Fig. 13 it can be seen that the filtering

efficiency for the different dust grain sizes, but especially 1 mm, is
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Figure 7. Dust-to-gas ratio in the midplane after 𝑡 = 50 orbits since the

implantation of the protoplanet, for the single grain size simulation of grain

size 1 mm. The green semicircle denotes a distance of 0.5𝑅Hill from the

protoplanet, which is marked with a cross.

Figure 8. Dust-to-gas mass ratio of the circumplanetary disc at 𝑡 = 50 orbits

for single grain size (blue dash-dotted) and multiple grain size simulation

with quarter-annulus (red dashed). The green solid line is a power-law Mathis

et al. (1977) distribution normalised with the value at 1 𝜇m.

Figure 9. Azimuthally and vertically averaged dust-to-gas mass ratio after

𝑡 = 50 orbits for the different single grain size simulations.

Figure 10. Dust-to-gas mass ratio in the CPD normalised to the initial dust-

to-gas mass ratio for that grain species. The blue, solid line shows the single

size grain simulations while the red, dashed line shows the quarter-annulus

multiple grain size simulation.

much reduced (by a factor of 37, for 1 mm) in the quarter-annulus

case compared to the full-annulus case. This is because the proto-

planet’s gravitational torque is responsible for carving out the gap,

by transferring orbital angular momentum from matter interior to its

orbit to matter exterior of it. In effect, the quarter-annulus geometry

exaggerates the time-integrated gravitational torque and the result-

ing planetary gap. Then, as more dust grains remain in the gap in

the full-annulus case, more can be captured by the CPD. This ef-

fect of quarter-annulus geometry is stronger for larger grain sizes, a

key weakness of simulations which depict less than the full annulus.

However, note that size dependence of the filtering efficiency remains

the same.

Also, the dust-to-gas mass ratio of the circumplanetary disc in the

multiple grain size simulations – considering dust of all grain sizes

– is 2.9 × 10−4 for the quarter-annulus while 7.6 × 10−4 for the full

annulus. The diminution in the quarter-annulus case is likely due to

the enhanced strength of gravitational torque discussed above. The

torque particularly strongly affects 1 mm dust, which is the domi-

nant dust-mass-carrier species. To visualise this effect whereby the

quarter-annulus’s enhanced torque exaggerates the gap compared to
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Figure 11. Circumplanetary disc masses and filtering efficiencies over time

in the quarter-annulus and full-annulus multifluid simulations. Filtering effi-

ciency is as defined in Sect. 3.3: a dimensionless ratio for each dust species,

proportional to that dust species’s CPD mass.

Figure 12. Dust-to-gas ratio of the 1 mm dust species in the midplane after

𝑡 = 100 orbits since the implantation of the protoplanet, for the full-annulus

multiple grain size simulation.

a full annulus, especially for large dust grains, see Fig. 14. Similarly,

the ratio of the CPD dust mass to the protoplanet’s mass is 7.0×10−7
for the quarter-annulus while 4.5×10−6 for the full annulus. Not only

is the dust-to-gas ratio higher in the full annulus, but also the CPD

gas mass (see Fig. 13) because quarter-annulus geometry reduces the

pool of available mass to accrete onto the CPD, which leads to this

increase of a factor of 6.5.

Thus, while there are some quantitative difference between the

quarter-and full annulus simulations, these differences are moderate

and the overall behaviour and results remain the same.

Figure 13. Dust-to-gas mass ratio in the CPD normalised to the initial dust-

to-gas mass ratio for that grain species. The blue, solid line is for the quarter-

annulus multiple grain size simulation. The red, dashed line is for the full-

annulus multiple grain size simulation.

Figure 14. Azimuthally and vertically averaged dust-to-gas mass ratio for the

multiple grain size simulations, in steady state. That is at 𝑡 = 50 orbits for the

quarter-annulus and 𝑡 = 100 for the full annulus.

4 DISCUSSION

4.1 Benchmarking

Our simulations show a qualitatively similar picture as in the litera-

ture (e.g. Klahr & Kley 2006; Machida et al. 2008; Tanigawa et al.

2012; Szulágyi et al. 2014); i.e. the protoplanet carves a gap in the

protoplanetary disc and, at the same time, a CPD forms around the

protoplanet. The CPD structure itself shows a rotationally supported

density structure filling the protoplanet’s Roche lobe. Furthermore,

the protoplanet accretes mass from the CPD while, at the same time,

CPD material is replenished by meridional flows (Szulágyi et al.

2014). Previous studies do not, however, model the CPD with gas

and multiple dust grain sizes each having their own dynamics.

Dust grains also exhibit the expected behaviour: as seen in Fig. 15,

larger dust grains have a smaller vertical scale height (e.g. Naka-

gawa et al. 1986; Garaud et al. 2004; Dullemond & Dominik 2005;

Fromang & Papaloizou 2006). Small grains are strongly coupled to

the gas by dust-gas drag and thus experience turbulent stirring, while

large grains are weakly coupled and thus settle towards the midplane.

Recently, observations have corroborated this picture. Observations

of HL Tau show that ∼ mm dust have a scale height of 𝐻 ∼ 0.01𝑅

which is much flatter than for the gas disc. In contrast, Rich et al.

(2021) find that, in the discs of IM Lup, HD 163296 and HD 97048,
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Figure 15. Vertical slice at 𝜙 = 0 of the dust density, in units kg m−3, of

a protoplanetary disc with no protoplanet yet inserted. Each subplot comes

from a different single grain size simulation, with dust grain size 𝑎 = 1 𝜇m,

10 𝜇m, 100 𝜇m and 1 mm from top to bottom.

small-grain-size (∼ 𝜇m) dust at radii < 100 AU has similar vertical

distribution to the gas.

Furthermore, we also observe the effect of dust filtration, i.e. large

grains are prevented from penetrating the annular gap, while small

grains can flow in easily with the gas. This was already seen in 2D

simulations (Rice et al. 2006; Zhu et al. 2012; Weber et al. 2018;

Haugbølle et al. 2019) which study the effect of dust clearing of the

inner protoplanetary disc. They, however, do not consider the effect

on the CPD.

4.2 CPD grain size distribution

Our results show that the grain size distribution function of the CPD

follows the MRN distribution (Mathis et al. 1977) at small grain

sizes, but falls significantly below that distribution by grain size

𝑎 = 100 𝜇m and is truncated to near zero by 𝑎 = 1 mm. Secondly,

the total dust-to-gas ratio is significantly lower than the typical ISM

value, i.e. 8 × 10−4 compared to 10−2. This is because of the lower

dust content – particularly of larger dust – in the annular gap carved

by the protoplanet due to dust filtration (Zhu et al. 2012). These

results are similar to the findings of Bae et al. (2019) who used test

particles for the dust grain dynamics in a 2D disc.

One caveat of this result is that the distribution function is only

described by a limited number of size bins. It is necessary to increase

the number of bins to examine the grain size distribution near the

truncation. It is likely that there is no sharp transition, but a smooth

turnover between 100 𝜇m and 1mm as grains start to decouple from

the gas. Another caveat is that, while we find that the dust distribution

function follows an MRN power-law distribution at small grain sizes

and tails off below MRN at 𝑎 = 100 𝜇m to 1 mm, this is only valid

in absence of any grain processes. Local variations are expected as

the grain size distribution is set by balancing dust production, growth

and destruction processes. In protoplanetary discs, there is no dust

production, but both growth and fragmentation of dust grains take

place (Brauer et al. 2008; Birnstiel et al. 2010, 2018; Dullemond

et al. 2018; Homma & Nakamoto 2018; Tamfal et al. 2018). These

restrictions are important when analysing observational data.

Understanding the grain size distribution function is also key to

understanding observations as the distribution determines the opac-

ity. When considering single-sized grains, Benisty et al. (2021) find

that the CPD of PDS 70 c has a dust mass 0.007𝑀⊕ if the grain

size is 1 mm or 0.031𝑀⊕ if 𝑎 = 1 𝜇m. Using an MRN distribution

adjusted with the calculated filtering efficiencies (see Fig. 10) via

logarithmic linear interpolation to approximate the CPD’s grain size

distribution, we find that the CPD’s opacity at wavelength 855 𝜇m

– and thus the CPD dust mass – is close to that for single-sized

grains of 1 mm. However, as said before, with the coarse bin sizes

there is some uncertainty on the turnover grain radius. Furthermore,

Zhu et al. (2012) show that the critical grain radius for filtration

depends on Stcrit which is proportional to 𝛼. It follows that 𝑎crit de-

pends on the local temperature, viscosity and gas density of the disc:

𝑎crit ∝ 𝜈turb𝜌𝑔/
(
𝑐𝑠,𝑖𝑠𝑜𝜌𝑚

)
. We know that PDS 70 c lies further

out in the protoplanetary disc at 34 AU and the local temperature is

about 26K (Benisty et al. 2021), compared to 10AU and 45K in our

simulations. We need to assume some radial dependency for 𝜈turb
and 𝜌𝑔. Let us assume that 𝛼 is constant; then 𝜈turb ∝ 𝑐2

𝑠,𝑖𝑠𝑜
𝑅3/2.

If we adopt 𝜌𝑔 ∝ 𝑅−1, the critical grain size is 1.4 times that of our

simulations, whereas if 𝜌𝑔 ∝ 𝑅−3/2, 𝑎crit is 0.76 times ours. Either

way, such a small variation in 𝑎crit makes little difference to the CPD

dust mass deduced, as per Fig. 9 of Benisty et al. (2021).

Via the method stated above, we can also calculate an opacity for

our grain size distribution at 𝜆 = 1.8 𝜇m, the wavelength correspond-

ing to the protoplanet’s surface temperature 𝑇 = 1600 K by Wien’s

displacement law. It is 3.1 times the opacity of the MRN distribu-

tion at the same wavelength. This can be understood by thinking of

opacity as an absorption area-to-mass ratio. Our simulations include

dust filtration to deplete the mass of large ∼ 1 mm grains, which

have a lot of mass but little absorption area. Thus a CPD would be

> 3 times better at absorbing radiation emitted by its protoplanet

than an MRN-distributed CPD and thus hotter, if it has the grain size

distribution we obtain.

The reason why our results differ from those of Szulágyi et al.

(2022), who find that the CPD is enriched in dust compared to its

parent PPD, is that they model the unperturbed PPD’s dust as verti-

cally flat, while our dust PPD is not flat because we do not neglect

turbulent diffusion as they do. They find that large dust grains can

accrete efficiently onto the protoplanet because the protoplanet ver-

tically stirs up their flat disc of dust, pushing dust to high altitude

where it can flow to feed the protoplanet, when flows at the mid-

plane cannot do so because large dust grains are blocked as per dust

filtration (e.g. Haugbølle et al. 2019). We find, contrarily, that the

protoplanet pulls down the dust towards the midplane. An alternative

reason is that their 𝑎crit is larger than ours, so large dust grains are

still small enough not to be blocked off. However, their 𝑎crit is only

larger than ours for their 5.2 AU case, not their 30 AU and 50 AU

cases.
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4.3 Dust mass and satellite formation

With the Benisty et al. (2021) 0.007𝑀⊕ estimate of the CPD dust

mass for PDS 70 c, the ratio of the CPD dust mass to protoplanet

mass is about 10−5 where we assume the protoplanet mass to be

2𝑀Jup (Wang et al. 2020). In our simulation – meaning the full-

annulus multiple grain size simulation, the most physically realistic

one – the ratio is even lower than that: 4.5×10−6. This discrepancy is

simply the result of differing temperature assumptions. For the same

observed flux, the higher the assumed temperature, the lower the

deduced mass. Benisty et al. (2021) assume a CPD temperature of

26K, whereas the mass-averaged temperature of the CPD in our full-

annulus multiple grain size simulation is 105 K. This is likelier to be

an underestimate of the temperature than an overestimate, because

we may include the protoplanet’s luminosity but we neglect shock

heating from the matter falling vertically at up to 15 km s−1 towards

the CPD. Furthermore, Isella et al. (2019) observe a similar flux for

PDS 70 c’s CPD to Benisty et al. (2021) and they estimate its dust

mass at 0.004𝑀⊕ if 𝑇 ∼ 20 K and 0.002𝑀⊕ if 𝑇 ∼ 80 K. With

a temperature in the latter case more similar to ours, they obtain

a CPD dust to protoplanet mass ratio of 3.2 × 10−6. This brings

our simulated value of the mass ratio and the value inferred from

observed flux within decent agreement.

If our numerical model is overestimating the accretion rate from

the CPD onto the protoplanet, the true mass of the CPD may be

greater than we calculate. Our simulation result should be understood

as providing a lower limit for CPD dust mass, rather than exact.

This observational comparison provides support that it is at least

reasonable on an order-of-magnitude basis.

The major satellites of Jupiter, combined, have a mass ∼ 2× 10−4

times the mass of their host planet, and the same ratio holds true

for Saturn (Canup & Ward 2009). However, the CPD dust mass

is determined by the balance of removal through accretion of the

protoplanet and replenishment from the protoplanetary disc. This is

different than for a protoplanetary disc as the CPD is embedded in a

gas and dust reservoir, while the protoplanetary disc is not and can

become depleted of dust (Canup & Ward 2002). Because of this, it is

not actually necessary for the instantaneous dust mass of the CPD at

any one moment to be high, for satellites to be formed. This is known

in the literature as the ‘starved disc’ model as discussed in Sect. 1.

Also, planetesimal capture can provide satellitesimal seeds for this

dust to accrete onto (e.g. Ronnet & Johansen 2020) and Drążkowska

& Szulágyi (2018) show that dust traps are an efficient way to form

satellites within the CPD. This would limit the accretion of dust onto

the protoplanet and make more dust available to accumulate and form

satellites. However, our simulations do not have enough resolution to

follow the detailed evolution of the CPD and its satellite formation

process. It thus is beyond the scope of this paper to follow the detailed

evolution of the CPD involving the formation of satellites.

Furthermore, both the CPD dust to protoplanet mass ratio and the

CPD dust-to-gas mass ratio can be expected to be higher at earlier

times in planet formation. For these simulations, recall that the mass

of the parent protoplanetary disc was set to 0.05𝑀⊙ around a 1𝑀⊙
star. If gas density is higher, there is a larger 𝑎crit (Sect. 4.2). Most

of the dust mass is in larger grains, so when the critical grain size is

larger, much more of the dust mass is able to enter the CPD in spite

of dust filtration. And of course, for a protoplanet which has not (or

not yet) grown massive enough to carve out a gap in the PPD, the

CPD dust-to-gas mass ratio can be very much higher than we find

here, as the gap’s dust filtration effect is absent.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We run 3D hydrodynamical simulations of a segment of protoplan-

etary disc with an embedded Jupiter-mass protoplanet orbiting a

Solar-mass star at orbital radius 10 AU. We follow the dynamics of

the gas and 4 different dust grain sizes (1 𝜇m, 10 𝜇m, 100 𝜇m and

1 mm). We include the effects of turbulent viscosity and dust-gas

drag, using either the Epstein or the Stokes drag law depending on

the ratio of the dust grain size to the gas’s mean free path. We in-

clude the back-reaction due to the drag force of the dust on the gas.

The different dust grain sizes are not coupled directly by a force, but

via their back-reaction on the gas, they can indirectly influence each

other. This is the first time multiple dust grain sizes with separate

dynamics have been simulated in a CPD.

We obtain the following conclusions:

(i) The dynamics of the grains in the multiple grain size simu-

lation is similar to the dynamics observed in the single grain size

simulations. As the large grains modify the gas dynamics due to the

back-reaction of dust-gas drag, they also modify the dynamics of the

small grains. However, these changes are not significant and do not

affect the CPD.

(ii) At small grain sizes < 100 𝜇m, the grain size distribution

of the dust in the CPD shows an MRN distribution. It tails off sig-

nificantly below MRN at 𝑎 = 100 𝜇m and falls to almost zero by

𝑎 = 1 mm, due to dust filtration limiting the flow of large dust

grains into the annular gap. The critical grain radius for dust filtra-

tion depends on the local properties of the disc, i.e. the disc density,

temperature and viscosity.

(iii) The CPD is depleted in dust-to-gas ratio compared to the

parent protoplanetary disc by an order of magnitude, but is similar

to the value within the annular gap carved by the protoplanet.

(iv) Because the truncation and the low dust-to-gas ratio in the

CPD, the CPD dust mass is low. The ratio of the CPD dust mass to

the protoplanetary mass is ∼ a few ×10−6. While this is considerably

lower than the value of 2 × 10−4 of Jupiter’s mass that constitutes

the total mass of its moons, the dust within the CPD is continuously

replenished by dust flow from the protoplanetary disc, thus making

satellite formation possible as per the ‘starved disc’ model in the

literature.

(v) The opacity, mass-averaged temperature, and CPD dust to pro-

toplanet mass ratio derived from our multiple grain size simulation

yield consistency with the fluxes observed from the CPD of PDS 70

c by Isella et al. (2019) and Benisty et al. (2021).

Our simulations consider only a singular environment while changing

the dust distribution between simulations. To further understand how

environmental conditions change the grain size distribution, we need

to change these parameters. In a subsequent study we will consider

different planetary masses and position within the protoplanetary

disc and also consider finer size binning in order to refine the critical

grain size affected by dust filtration.
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APPENDIX A: ACCRETION ALGORITHM

We wrote a Gaussian accretion algorithm, designed to prevent

sharp, discontinuous, un-physical transitions for a protoplanet mov-

ing across a grid of cells. The method bears some resemblance to,

but is not identical to, that of Krumholz et al. (2004). The amount of

matter accreted from a cell containing density 𝜌 in each timestep Δ𝑡

is given by:

Δ𝑚 = 𝑓 𝜌𝑉cell ×
(
1 − exp

(
−Δ𝑡
𝑡acc

))
exp

(
−

��r − rpl
��2

𝑟2
𝐺

)
(A1)

where 𝑓 is an order-unity constant and 𝑟𝐺 is the ‘Gaussian radius’ of

the protoplanet, which is chosen to be 𝑟𝐺 = 3𝑅eff . Here 𝑅eff is the

effective radius that was defined in Sect. 2.2. AsΔ𝑡 ≪ 𝑡acc in practice,

the amount of mass accreted from a cell in time Δ𝑡 is proportional

to Δ𝑡. This is deliberate; a conclusion for the accretion rate should

not depend on the user’s arbitrary numerical timestep. The accretion

timescale works like a freefall timescale: 𝑡2acc = 𝜋2𝑅3
𝑓 𝑓

/
(
8𝐺𝑀pl

)
,

where 𝑅 𝑓 𝑓 = max
(��r − rpl

�� , 𝑅eff

)
. The truncation of distance from

the protoplanet at minimum value 𝑅eff is to avoid a singularity at the

position of the protoplanet.

This accretion is applied separately to the gas and to every species

of dust. Whenever the protoplanet accretes matter from a cell, it

records – separately – how much gas and how much dust it has

accreted. This enables the simulations to track how efficiently the

protoplanet accretes dust, by comparison to its accretion of gas.

Following Krumholz et al. (2004), it is not advisable to let the sink

particle violate the conservation of angular momentum around it

when it accretes matter onto itself. Accordingly, whenever accretion

is carried out for a fluid in the cell, the velocity of that fluid in that

cell is decomposed into a component comoving with the protoplanet

and the remainder ‘peculiar’ velocity. The peculiar velocity vector is
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further decomposed using a cell-specific spherical coordinate system

centred on the protoplanet, with unit-vectors
(
ê𝑟 ,pl, ê𝜙,pl, ê𝜃,pl

)
.

Hence v = vpl + Σ𝑖𝑣rel,𝑖 where we define 𝑣rel,𝑖 = ê𝑖,pl .
(
v − vpl

)
where 𝑖 ∈ {𝑟, 𝜃, 𝜙}. When some mass is removed from the cell onto

the sink particle, the component of momentum comoving with the

protoplanet 𝑚vpl and the peculiar component 𝑚𝑣rel,𝑟 are accreted,

whereas the peculiar components 𝑚𝑣rel, 𝜃 and 𝑚𝑣rel,𝜙 are conserved

during accretion. If mass of a fluid Δ𝑚 is accreted from a cell,

the momentum of that same fluid accreted from the same cell is

Δp =
(
vpl + 𝑣rel,𝑟 ê𝑟 ,pl

)
× Δ𝑚.

This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
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